SPLIT

SALICE
Dividing, to organise, in the most personal way. Split is a system of division and storage compartments that allows the freest and most personalised organisation of drawer interiors. Split is characterised by versatility, user-friendliness and a wide choice of shapes, sizes and colours. Highly innovative, giving aesthetic definition to Salice’s technological strengths and capable of the highest degree of personalisation and flexibility. Split is available in multiple finishes which, thanks to their different shades of colours and textures, are distinctive for their uniqueness and sophistication and perfectly integrate with any drawer setting and application.
KITCHEN
gourmet

SPLIT Brushed Black
Drawer base Caffe Latte
Sides of the drawer Titanium
SPLIT Pearl / Titanium
Drawer base Wooden
Sides of the drawer Champagne

LIVING exclusive
WORK
creative

SPLIT Titanium
Drawer base Sand
Sides of the drawer White
SPLIT Woodgrain effect Titanium / Pearl

Drawer base Wooden

Sides of the drawer Stainless Steel
STORAGE COMPARTMENTS

H 44,5

1. 100x200x44,5  2. 100x267x44,5  3. 200x267x44,5  4. 100x317x44,5

5. 200x317x44,5  6. 150x367x44,5

7. 100x367x44,5  8. 150x417x44,5

Salice Lineabox drawer h 77

Salice Lineabox drawer h 104

H 70,5

9. 150x287x70,5  10. 100x300x70,5  11. 150x300x70,5

12. 150x317x70,5  13. 150x367x70,5

Salice Lineabox drawer h 104
STORAGE COMPARTMENTS

H 88,5

14. 150x267x88,5
15. 100x300x88,5
16. 150x300x88,5

17. 150x317x88,5
18. 150x367x88,5

BRIDGING UNITS

H 25,5

19. 107x600x25,5
20. 107x600x48

21. 107x1200x25,5
22. 107x1200x48

Salice Lineabox drawer h 104
Salice Lineabox drawer h 180
TEXTURES

Woodgrain effect

Pearl

Titanium

Black

Brushed

Pearl

Titanium

Black
We reserve the right to change technical specifications without notice.
Digital contents:
- Technical pamphlet in Pdf format
- Presentation in Pdf format
- Configurator